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Few events have the potential to fundamentally transform the health insurance industry more than the 
Healthcare Reform Act. This legislative change will profoundly impact the engagement dynamic between payor 
and member. To successfully navigate these new changes, payors must take proactive steps to adapt their 
marketing approaches, sales models and resources. 

Marketing: The B2B – B2C Shift 
Healthcare insurance marketing will shift from a strictly business-to-business (B2B) model to also include a 
major business-to-consumer (B2C) component. Rather than marketing to a relatively finite number of 
employers and plan sponsors that purchase group health insurance, payors will be marketing to a universe of 
prospective individual customers that is immensely larger and vastly more diverse.To increase applications, the 
B2C shift will drive direct-to-consumer promotions. To attract members, providers must quickly learn how to 
engage in active, 1-to-1 dialog to build loyalty. Fortunately, the growth of interactive and social media will 
enable payors to deliver information, coverage options and wellness-related messaging directly to consumers 
in ways never before possible.  
The days of sending every piece of marketing collateral to the entire member base is over. Customized 
communications aimed at the individual member or prospect are the new reality for health insurance marketers.  
 
Products: New Approaches   
With the new legislation, health insurance plans will begin to resemble other retail products. They must be 
simplified and “packaged” in an easy-to-understand manner. It will not be enough to describe the technical 
details and features of the plan. Rather, emphasis should be placed on the benefits of those offerings to the 
consumer.  
Marketing health insurance to consumers will require that insurers develop new offerings designed to meet the 
needs of individual consumers. After all, consumers are accustomed to having numerous product choices and 
will likely expect this type of variety from insurance providers.  
For example, consider a member – such as a graduating college student  who may have been a dependent 
under their parent’s plan, and then moved to a short-term individual policy. Later, this person might cancel their 
existing policy and become a new member under a group plan. Yet, few payors could easily determine if this 
individual was a previous policy holder and resume the relationship from a marketing perspective.  
Under the new healthcare model, payors must become much more adept at identifying and engaging valuable 
customers. Part of this equation involves identifying those customers who may only have had a temporary 
relationship or multiple, short-term coverages.  
 
Resources: Bringing it All Together 
Driving effective, relevant 1-to-1 conversations with businesses and consumers demands new skills, processes 
and technology. In this sense, insurance marketers could learn a lot from the credit card industry, which has 
been using sophisticated approaches to enable cross-sell and upsell promotions and foster relationships for 
many years. 
A key enabler to a successful approach is data, which is essentially the fuel that enables accountable and 
measurable marketing programs. Insurance marketers can use their own customer data, custom research, and 
compiled data to create a more precise view of each customer. Moreover, this data can then be incorporated 
into the provider’s marketing, sales and service systems to help plan marketing spend, appropriate messaging 
and the channel selection. 
Insurance providers have much data within their organizations. For example, the medical informatics team 
holds a wealth of data, but it surprisingly doesn’t inform marketing decisions in many cases. For ongoing 
customer management, you must leverage some of that valuable knowledge. To rapidly generate momentum 
and measurable returns, providers should develop and manage their customer data within a marketing-specific 
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technology infrastructure that brings together various business units to actively manage every customer 
interaction across the organization.  
Health insurers will have to make major changes to their longstanding marketing and outreach practices. The 
marketplace is drastically shifting into a much more competitive environment. Are you ready?  

 


